Effects of hypothermia on cochlear micromechanical properties in humans.
The aim of the present experiment was to investigate the influence of hypothermia on transient evoked otoacoustic emissions (TEOAEs) in humans. Hypothermic alterations were brought about directly by cooling the cardiovascular system of young children during open heart bypass surgery. This condition caused TEOAE levels to decrease with a significant positive correlation between total and frequency band TEOAE amplitudes during cooling. TEOAEs were totally abolished at tympanic temperatures around 30 degrees C, without it being possible to find differences in TEOAE alteration among the frequency components. During rewarming, the changes reversed and TEOAEs returned to their initial prehypothermia status, although sometimes only partially. Despite large possible metabolic changes caused by this hypothermic condition at various levels, it is concluded that the motile properties of outer hair cells (OHCs), that are related to TEOAEs, are temperature-sensitive. The total suppression found in deep hypothermia (above 30 degrees C) could conceivably be attributable to a process involving a temperature-dependent energy source.